LET’S GET LOST

INTRO

F#ø B7alt Eø3 A7alt Dø G7alt Dmi G7+

CHORDS

CA7 F#ø B7 CA7 F#ø B7

LET’S GET LOST LOST IN EACH OTHER’S ARMS

Dmi7 A7+ Bb13 A7

LET’S GET LOST LET THEM SEND OUT ALARMS

Dmi G7 Emi7 Ami7 F#ø B7+

AND THOUGH THEY’LL THINK US RATHER RUDE

Emi7 A7 Eb9/Bb B7+ B7 Dmi7 G7+

LET’S TELL THE WORLD WE’RE IN THAT CRAZY MOOD

CA7 F#ø B7 CA7 F#ø B7

LET’S DEFROST IN A ROMANTIC MIST

Dmi7 A7 Bb13 A7

LET’S GET CROSSED OFF EVERY BODY’S LIST

Dmi7 G7 Emi7 F#ø7 G#0 Ami7

TO CELEBRATE THIS NIGHT WE FOUND EACH OTHER

Dmi7 G13 C6 A7alt Dmi7 G7

mmmm - mmm LET’S GET LOST